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Long Vowel ō: Unscramble the Word
Say the name of each picture out loud. Use the word box to unscramble the word.  Print the word.

     

     

     

     

     

     

bero

oesr

epor phneo

noce

cone rose phone pole rope robe

ople
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Long Vowel ō

long ō   short ŏ

long ōshort ŏ

long ō   short ŏ

long ō   short ŏ

long ō   short ŏ

long ō   short ŏ

long ō   short ŏ

Long vowels say their own name. 
Short vowels make different sounds.

top note

Say the name of each picture out loud. Circle the vowel sound you hear. 
Long vowels say their own name. Short vowels make different sounds.

phone pot sock

stovefoxhose
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Long Vowel ō: Unscramble the Word

Say the name of each picture out loud. 
Use the word box to unscramble the word.  Print the word.
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Visit www.chalkboardpublishing.com to learn 
more or to get started! 

100% American curriculum-based 
content

A variety of materials that cover core, 
foundational and supplementary K-6 
subjects and concepts 

Instant access to thousands of 
resources on all devices. All you 
have to do is print and teach

High-quality learning materials, how-
to’s, tips and tricks, graphic organizers, 
and student success criteria

Illustrations, word games and 
hands-on activities, students are 
able to learn concepts and practice 
skills while having fun 

GET EVEN MORE!
Access thousands of activities and student pages just like these 
with a Chalkboard membership to our online learning library!
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learning with 
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